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ABSTRACT 
Let k = (ka)a~gt be a positive-real valued multiplicity function related to a root system ~.~, and A~ be 
the Dunkl-Laplacian operator. For (x, t) 6 ~N X ~,  denote by u~ (x, t) the solution to the deformed wave 
equation ZXkut~(x, t) = Ottuk(x, t), where the initial data belong to the Schwartz space on R N. We prove 
that for k >/0 and N >~ 1, the wave equation satisfies aweak Huygens' principle, while a strict Huygens' 
principle holds if and only if (N - 3)/2 + ~a~+ ka 6 1~. Here ~+ Q ,.~ is a subsystem of positive 
roots. As a particular case, if the initial data are supported in a closed ball of radius R > 0 about the 
origin, the strict Huygens principle implies that the support of u~(x, t) is contained in the conical shell 
{(x, t) 6 R N x ~ ] It] - R ~< IIxH ~< It] + R}. Our approach uses the representation theory of the group 
SL(2, R), and Paley-Wiener theory for the Dankl transform. Also, we show that the (t-independent) 
energy functional ofuk is, for large [t], partitioned into equal potential and kinetic parts. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of lectures at Yale University, J. Hadamard formulated two different 
meanings of Huygens' principle which are nowadays known as Hadamard's major 
and minor premises [ 19]. A typical statement of the major premise is "every point 
on a wave front acts as a source of a new wave front, propagating radially outward". 
This statement is mainly the original principle proposed by Christian Huygens in the 
17th century [28], and it holds for a general class of wave propagations. In contrast 
to the major premise, the minor premise is a remarkable phenomena, that is valid 
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only for very special equations, and never happens in even dimensional spaces. 
Mathematically, a second order hyperbolic equation satisfies Huygens' principle in 
the narrow sense ("minor premise"), if the solution of the corresponding Cauchy 
problem at some point x depends not on all the Cauchy data, but only on its part on 
the intersection of the characteristic conoid with vertex  with the Cauchy surface. 
This means that the fundamental solution of the corresponding Cauchy problem 
vanishes outside and inside the characteristic conoid, and thus must be located on 
it. Indeed, because we are living in a three-dimensional word we can hear each other 
clearly; one has a pure propagation without residual waves. This is not the case in 
the two dimensional space: when a pebble falls in water at a certain point x, the 
initial ripple on a circle around x will be followed by subsequent ripples. Thus a 
given point y will be hit by residual waves. 
The problem of classifying all second order hyperbolic differential operators 
which obey Huygens' principle in the narrow sense, is known as the Hadamard 
problem. This problem has received a good deal of attention and the literature is 
extensive [41,31,10,18,32,42,36,33,22,1,3,11,6]. (Of course, this list of references 
is not complete.) Nevertheless, this problem is still far from being fully solved. 
In the present paper, we shall treat a natural differential-difference operator of 
a similar hyperbolic nature, namely one with the same leading symbol, but with 
additional reflection terms. 
Henceforth, we will use the terminology "weak Huygens' principle" for Ha- 
damard's major premises, and "strict Huygens' principle" for Hadamard's minor 
premises. 
The propagation of waves in ]~N is governed by the wave equation 
(L) AXu(x, t)= Ottg(x, t), for (x, t) E ~1~ u X ]t~. 
Here ~x denotes the usual Laplacian operator in the x-variable, and the subscript 
t indicates differentiation i  the t-variable. It is a well known fact that (L) satisfies 
the weak Huygens principle for all N/> 1, while the strict Huygens principle holds 
in all odd dimensions tarting from 3 and never holds in even dimensions [10]. 
In this paper, we will investigate the validity of the weak and the strict Huygens 
principle for (L) when the Laplacian A is replaced by the Dunkl-Laplacian operator 
associated with Coxeter groups [12]. The main tools are the representation theory 
of the group SL(2, R), and the Paley-Wiener theory for the Dunkl transform (or 
the generalized Fourier transform) [30,45]. 
To be more specific, let G be a finite reflection group on/t~ N with root system 
~,  and choose a positive subsystem ~+ in ~.  Let k :~ ~ ~+, ot w-~ k~, be a 
multiplicity function. The Dunkl-Laplacian operator is given by 
{ (V f(x),ot) f (x ) -  f(r~x) ]
Akf(x)---- Af(x) + 2 Z k,~ (a,x) -(~,,x-~ ' 
where A and V are the usual Laplacian and gradient operators, (., .) is the standard 
Euclidean scalar product in ~N and r~ is the reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal 
to the root or. 
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Consider the following Cauchy problem 
(O) AkUk(X, t) = OttUk(X, t), Uk(X, O) = f(x) ,  OtUk(X, O) = g(x), 
where uk(x, t) is a function of (x, t) c ]I~ N X ]I~, and the Cauchy data f and g are 
two Schwartz functions on ~N. The main results of this paper are: 
Claim 1 (Weak Huygens' principle). Assume that k >~ 0 and N >1 1. For a given 
x ~ R N, the solution uk (x, t) depends only on the values ofrx (k)f(y) and rx (k)g(y) 
for IlYll ~< Itl. Here rx(k) is a generalized translation operator. We emphasize that 
rx (k) is not defined on the space itself, but for functions living on it. 
Claim 2 (Strict Huygens' principle). Assume that k >~ 0 and N >~ 1. For a given 
x ~ R N, the solution uk (x, t) depends only on the values Ofrx (k) f (y) and rx (k)g (y) 
(and their derivatives) for II Y II = I tl if and only if 
N-3  
-5 -+ • ko N. 
crEW+ 
Here N = {0, 1, 2 . . . .  }. 
These claims correspond to Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.15, respectively. In the 
classical case k -- 0, these two claims can be found, for instance, in [10,32]. 
In particular, i fx  = 0, then in Claim 1 (resp. Claim 2) the solution uk(0, t) will 
depend only on the values of f (y )  and g(y) for ]PYll ~< Itl (resp. Ilyll = Itl). 
In [1], and for integer-valued k, Berest and Veselov gave a necessary and 
sufficient condition for which the wave operator Aft -- O, satisfies the strict Huygens 
principle. Here A~ denotes the G-invariant part of the Dunkl-Laplacian operator 
Ak. Notice that Claim 2 above is an extension of Berest-Veselov's result under a 
weaker condition. 
Now let ~(R  N) be the space of smooth functions with compact support 
contained in the closed ball of radius R > 0 about the origin. If we assume that 
the Cauchy data f and g belong to ~(~N) ,  Claim 2 reads: 
Claim 3. Assume that k >. 0 and N >~ 1. For all possible Cauchy data f, g c 
~(~N) ,  the support of the solution uk(x, t) is contained in the conical shell 
{(X, t) E ]I~ N × ]~ ]ltl - R ~ Ilxll ~ Itl + R} 
ifandonly i f (N - 3)/2 + ~-~+ ka e N. 
The claim above corresponds toTheorem 3.17 below. In the classical case k - 0, 
this claim was proved, for instance, in [23]. 
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Here is the outline of our approach. We start by proving that there exist two 
tempered distributions p0) and P~]) on ~U, such that the solution uk tO the Cauchy k,t 
problem (D) is uniquely given by 
(1.1) uk(x, t) = [p(1) (D(2) ~," k,t *k f ) (x )  + t" k,t *k g)(x). 
Here *k is a Dunkl-type convolution. Based on a Paley-Wiener theorem [45], we 
n(e) show that rk, t , for £ = 1, 2, is supported inside the light cone ~ := {(y, t) I IlYll = 
Itl}, i.e. in the set {(y, t) I IIYll ~< Itl}. To prove the strict Huygens principle, we use 
the representation theory of the group SL(2, R). In the classical case, this approach 
goes back to R. Howe [24]. We show that p(1) and p(2) • k,t " k,t are supported on the light 
~(e) cone ~ if and only if rk,t, for £ = 1, 2, generates a finite-dimensional 5[(2, R)- 
module of dimension 
N+3 
~+ ~ k~. dk, e -- 2 
c¢ ~+ 
We can also give a different proof for Claim 3 using other techniques based only 
on de Jeu's Paley-Wiener theorem for the Dunkl transform [30]. See the end of 
Section 3 for a sketch of this approach; note that the details of this argument can be 
found in the last section, which deals with the principle of energy equipartition of a 
solution to (D). 
On the other hand, for f ~ ~(NN) ,  denote by Mf  the spherical mean operator, 
as first introduced in [34] 
Mf(x, r )  =d~ -1 f rx(k)f(ry)vk(y)do)(y), x elR N, r >/0. 
sN-1 
Here dk is a normalization constant, and v~ is the G-invariant weight function given 
by vk(x) = ~e~+ I(ol, x)l 2k~, for x e R u. A key result in R6sler's paper [38], is 
that the spherical mean operator is positivity-preserving. Keeping in mind (1.1), 
and using the spherical mean operator for the Cauchy data (f, g), we prove that 
(1.2) 
Itl 
uk(x , t )=dkn,  ~ f r2×k+N-l d ~g " tYk -t- N/Z) ~ ~ -×k--~ -~ (t2 -- r2) )M f (x' r) dr 
0 
Itl 
+ sign(t)dk F(gk + N/2) f r2×k+N-lg-×k-N2--3 (t2 -- r2) 
0 
x Mg(x, r) dr. 
Here Yk := ~e~+ k~, and Sz(x) :=  x~_-l/F()Q is the Riemann-Liouville distri- 
bution. In the light of this integral representation f u~, and R6sler results on the 
spherical mean operator, the claims 1 and 2 are, respectively, equivalent to: 
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Claim 4 (Weak Huygens' principle). Assume that k >~ 0 and N >~ 1. For a given 
x c R N, the solution Uk(X, t) depends only on the values o f f (y )  and g(y)for IIx II - 
Itl ~< Ilyll ~< Ilxll + Itl. 
Claim 5 (Strict Huygens' principle). Assume that k >~ 0 and N >>. 1. For a given 
x ~ ~N, the solution uk(x, t) depends only on the values o f f (y )  and g(y) (and 
their derivatives)for Ilyll >/lUxll- Itll i f  and only i f (N -  3)/2 + ~e~+ k~ ~ N. 
The two claims 4 and 5 correspond to Corollary 3.20 and Theorem 3.21, 
respectively. 
Implicitly, the integral representation (1.2) of the solution u k yields another proof 
of the weak and the strict Huygens principle. 
In the last section we prove the conservation of the total energy, and the energy 
equipartition theorem for the solution uk under suitable conditions on N and Yk. In 
this part we choose to work with smooth Cauchy data (f, g) supported in the closed 
ball of radius R > 0 about he origin. The advantage of this choice is to investigate, 
via Paley-Wiener theory for the Dunkl transform, the behavior of the difference 
between the kinetic and potential energy of the solution uk to (D). Indeed, if we 
denote by 5~k[Uk](t) the kinetic energy, and by ~k[u~l(t) the potential energy, then 
the following claim holds: 
Claim 6. For k >>. 0 and N ~ 1, assume that (N - 1)/2 + Fk 6 N. Let u~ be the 
solution to the Cauchy problem (D), where the Cauchy data ( f  , g) are supported in 
the closed ball of radius R > 0 about the origin. 
(i) For fixed s > O, there exists a constant c depending on N, k and (f, g) but not 
on s, such that 
[fi~k[Uk](t) -- ~k[Uk](t)[ ~ ce -2s(ltl-R), 
for all t E ]~. 
(ii) The principle of energy equipartition holds for all Itl > R. 
The statements (i) and (ii) correspond to Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, respec- 
tively. 
However, if the Cauchy data (f, g) belong to the Schwartz space, then the 
principle of energy equipartition reads 
The total (t-independent) energy of uk 
lim 5~[uk](t)= lim ~k[uk](t)= 
Itl--+oo Itl---~oo 2 
for all k c JU + and N ~> 1. 
In the classical case k -- 0, the energy equipartition theorem can be found, for 
instance, in [32,4]. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give an abbreviated back- 
ground on the Dunkl theory. Section 3 is devoted to prove the main results, that is 
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Claim 1, Claim 2, Claim 3, Claim 4, and Claim 5. In Section 4 we turn our attention 
to the proof of Claim 6, i.e. the energy conservation and equipartition theorems. 
2. BACKGROUND 
Throughout the paper, (., .) denotes the standard Euclidean scalar product in ~N as 
well as its bilinear extension to C N x C u. For x e ~N, let Ilxll = (x, x) 1/2. Denote 
by J (W v) the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions equipped with the 
usual Fr6chet space topology. 
Let G be a finite reflection group on ]~U with root system ~,  and fix a positive 
subsystem ~+ o f~.  We will assume that (a, or) = 2 for all a ~ ~+.  
For ot 6 IR N \ {0}, let r~ be the reflection in the hyperplane (or) ± orthogonal to ot 
r~(x) :=x-(a,x)~,  x~R u. 
Then G is the subgroup of the orthogonal group O(N) which is generated by the 
reflections {r~ I ot 6 ~}. A multiplicity function on ~ is a G-invariant function 
k :~ --+ C. Setting k~ := k(ot) for ote  ~,  we have kha = ka for all h 6 G. 
The C-vector space of multiplicity functions on ~ is denoted by ~.  If m := 
~{G-orbits in ~}, then 5~ ~ C m. 
For ~ ~ C N and k 6 Jc ~, in [12], Dunkl defined a family of first order differential- 
difference operators T~ (k) that play the role of the usual partial differentiation. 
Dunkl's operators are defined by 
T~(k)f(x) := O~f(x) -4- E ka(ct, ~) f(x) - f(rax) u~+ (Or, X) ' f E cC1 (]~N)" 
Here 0 t denotes the directional derivative corresponding to ~. The definition of 
T~ (k) is independent of the choice of ~+,  and these operators mutually commute, 
i.e. T~ (k)T o (k) = T o (k)T~ (k). Further, if f and g are in W 1 (•U), and at least one of 
them is G-invariant, hen 
(2.1) T~(k)[fg] = gT~(k)f + fT~(k)g. 
We refer to [12,15] for more details on the theory of Dunkl's operators. 
The counterpart of the usual Laplacian is the Dunkl-Laplacian defined by 
N 
:= (k) 2, 
j= l  
where {~1 . . . . .  ~N} is an arbitrary orthonormal basis of (~N, (., .)). For the jth 
basis vector ~j, we will use the abbreviation Ttj (k) = Tj (k). By the normalization 
(a, a) = 2, we can rewrite Ak as 
(V f(x), or) f(x) - f(rax) } 
 g,x-Y ' 
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where A and V are the usual Laplacian and gradient operators, respectively. 
Henceforth, Jg'+ denotes the set of multiplicity functions k = (k~)~c~ such 
that ka ~> 0 for all ot ~ ~.  For k E JT "+, there exists a generalization f the usual 
exponential kernel e (,) by means of the Dunkl system of differential equations. 
Theorem 2.1. For k E JU +, the following hold: 
(i) (cf. [13,35]) There exists a unique holomorphic function Ek on C N × C N 
characterized by 
(2.2) T~ (k)Ek(z, w) = (~, w)Ek(z, w) for all ~ E C N, Ek(0, w) = 1. 
Further, the kernel Ek is symmetric n its arguments, and 
Ek(XZ, w) = Ek(z, )~w), Ek(hz, hw) = Ek(z, w) 
forz,  w EC N, X c C, andh ~ G. 
(ii) (cf. [29]) For x ~ ]~N and w ~ C N, we have 
]Ek(x, w)] ~< ~G-ie Ilxll II Re(w)ll. 
For complex-valued k, there is a detailed investigation of (2.2) by Opdam [35]. 
Theorem 2.1(i) is a weak version of Opdam's result. The constant ~ in the 
statement (ii) above can be improved to 1, as a consequence ofthe RSsler's integral 
representation f Bochner-type of Ek [37]. For integral multiplicity function, 
another proof for Theorem 2.1 can be found in [7], by means of a contraction 
procedure. The function Ek is the so-called Dunkl kernel. When k --- 0, we have 
Eo(z, w) = e (z,wl for z, w ~ C N. 
Let vk be the weight function on 11~ N defined by 
v~(x):= I-I I(~'x)l Eke' xE~N" 
It is G-invariant and homogeneous of degree 2yk, with the index 
~/k:= E k~. 
c~ ~+ 
Notice that by G-invariance of k, the definition of vk does not depend on the special 
choice o f~ +. 
Denote by dx the Lebesgue measure corresponding to (., .). The Dunkl transform 
on the space Ll(R N, vk(x)dx) of integrable functions on l~ u with respect o 
vk(x) dx, is defined by 
(2.3) f ~kf(~) ~N. := ] f(X)Ek(X,-- i~)vk(x)dx, ~ 
~N 
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We set Ck to be the Mehta-type constant 
(2.4) :=  f e-Ilxll2/2Vk(X)dx. 
RN 
Many properties of the Euclidean Fourier transform carry over to the Dunkl 
transform. 
Theorem 2.2 (cf. [14,29]). Let k c Jc ~+. I f  8k(f)(~) := ~k(f)(--~), then the 
following hold." 
(i) The transforms ~k and 8k are homeomorphisms of ~(I~ N) and ~k o Ek = 
o~k o ~k = c~l j .  
(ii) (Ll- inversion)Iff  ~ LI(R N, vk(x)dx), with ~k( f )  e LI(]~ N, Vk(x)dx), then 
Nk(Nk(f)) = 8k(~k(f))  = c~ f a.e. 
(iii) (Plancherel formula)If f ~ L I(~ N, vk(x)dx)NL2(N , vk(x)dx), then ~k( f )  
L2(lRN, vk(x)dx) and II~k(f)lt2 = ckll/tl2. Furthermore, c~l~k extends 
uniquely from L 1 (N N, vk ( x ) d x ) f3 LZ(R N, oh(x)dx) to a unitary operator on 
L2(N N, vk(x) dx). 
In what follows we shall need a generalized translation operator. In [13], Dunkl 
proved that for k c ~+,  there exists a linear isomorphism Vk that intertwines the 
algebra generated by the Dunkl operators with the algebra of partial differential 
operators. The intertwining operator Vk is determined uniquely by 
T~(k)Vk=VkO~ fo ra l l~cN N, gk~m(~N) C~m(~N), gk(1)=l ,  
where ~m(R N) denotes the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree m. 
In [45], Trim6che extended Vk from the polynomials to the space of smooth 
functions, and then used it to define a generalized translation operator on ~oo (IRN) 
by 
rx(k)f(y) := V~V~(Vk-l f ) (x  - y), x, y ~ N N. 
Here the superscript denotes the relevant variable. When k = 0, rx(O)f(y) = f (x  - 
y). (In [45], Trim6che writes x + y, instead of x - y as the argument of f .  We 
mention that the generalized translation operator appeared for the first time in [39, 
p. 535] for Schwartz functions.) In particular, the operator Zx (k) satisfies 
zo(k)f(y) = f ( -y ) ,  A~(rx(k)f) = rx(k)(Akf),  
rx(k) f (y) = r_y(k) f ( -x) .  
The following lemma collects ome of the elementary properties of the translation 
operator; we refer to [44,45] for more details. 
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Lemma 2.3. Assume that k c )g  +. 
(i) For every x c ][~N, rx(k) is a continuous linear mapping from W~(R N) into 
~x~c~ (RN). 
(ii) The function x e+ vx(k)(f)  is of  class ~ from NN to ~(Ng) .  
(iii) For all z ~ C N, 
(2.5) rx(k)(Ek(., z))(y) = Ek(x, z)Ek(--y, Z). 
(iv) For f c J (N  N) and forfixed x ~ ]I~ N, the function rx(k) f ~ j (NN) .  Further, 
~k(r.x(k)f)(~) = Ek(x,- - i~)~k(f)(~).  
By means of the generalized translation operator rx (k), in [45], Trimrche defined 
the Dunkl convolution *k by 
(2.6) 
f 
( f  *k g)(x) := ] f (y)rx(k)g(y)vk(y)dy, 
NN 
for f, g ~ ~(]I~N). It can then be proved that 
(2.7) -@k(f *k g)(~') = ~kf(~)~kg(~) and f ,k g = g *k f 
(cf. [45, Theorem 7.2]). In Trimrche's paper, (2.7) is shown only for compactly 
supported test functions; in [38, Lemma 2.2], Rrsler extended these properties to 
Schwartz function, using a simple density argument. We refer to [45,44,5] for more 
details on the Dunkl convolution. 
Next we turn our attention to the Dunkl convolution of two distributions. Denote 
by ~(R  N) the space of smoothly compact supported functions on R N, and set 
~' (R N) to be its dual. 
Let ~Ox,y E ~(R  N X •N), 8x E ~t(~N) and Ty c ~t(]~N). The tensor product 
Sx ® 7"y is a distribution defined on ~(R  u x R N) by either one of the following 
equations 
{Sx ® ~y, qgx,y) := (Sx, (%, qgx,y) ),
(Sx ® ~Ty, (Px,y) :---- (~y, (~x, @x,y) , 
where (Ty, ~Ox,y) is the function defined by x w-~ (7-y, ~Ox,y), and (Sx, ~Ox,y) is the 
function defined by y w-~ (Sx, qgx,y). These two functions are in ~(RN). Indeed, 
x w-~ (7-y, ~Ox,y(X, .)) is the composite mapping of 
(2.8) x ~ qgx,y(X, .) 
and 
(2.9) q)x,y(X, .) ~ ('Ty, ~Ox,y(X , .)). 
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The map (2.8) is W °~, while the map (2.9) is linear. Thus x ~ (Ty, q)x,y (x, ")) is W ~. 
Further, q)x,y having compact support K in ~(R N x IR N) implies that (Ty, ~Ox,y) has 
compact support in IR N since (Ty, q)x,y(X, .)) vanishes, as ~Ox,y(X, .) does, when x 
does not belong to the compact projection of K on RN. The equivalence of the two 
definitions above follows from the fact that: 
(i) If qgx,y = dPxkIly with ePx • ~(]I~ N) and kI/y • ~(]~N), then (Sx ® 7-y, qgx,y ) = 
(S, ep)(T, qJ) and the two definitions coincide for pure tensors. 
(ii) If~0 belongs to the algebra tensor product ~(N N) ® ~(RN), then ~Ox,y can be 
represented asfinite sums 
q)x,y = Y~ -- xrb(J)kll(J)--y 
where ~(x j) • N(R N) and qJy(J) • ~(I~N). Thus, by means of (i), the two definitions 
coincide on ~(R N) @ N(RN). 
(iii) Finally, let q) • ~(R u x Nu). Using the well known fact that ~(R N) ® 
~(IR N) is dense in ~(IR u x R N) and in the light of (ii), the two definitions coincide 
on ~(I[~ u X ]~U). 
Convention. Let f • LI(]~ N, Vk(X)dx) and q9 • ~(NN). Set 7-f to be the linear 
form on ~(N N) defined by 
= f f(x)go(x)vk(X) dx. 
RN 
We may call Tf the distribution associated (or equivalent) o the function f ,  and we 
may write Tf = f .  (Hence the name "generalized functions" sometimes i  given to 
distributions.) 
The convolution S*k T of two distributions on •N, if it is defined, is a distribution 
on ]I~ u such that 
(S *k 7-, 0) := (Sx @ "Ty, rx(k)O(-y)), for all ~t e ~(NN). 
Observe that, when defined, S *k T is commutative and the Dirac measure 3 is the 
unit element of this convolution. To see the latter fact notice that (3 *k T, ~p) = 
(3x ® Ty, rx(k)~p(-y)) = (Ty, (3x, ry(k)~(-x))  = (T, 71). Further, if one assumes 
that the support of S or T is compact, then the Dunkl convolution S *k T is well 
defined. For instance, i fT  belongs to the space 8~(IR N) of distributions on N N with 
compact support, then the function x ~-> (Ty, rx(k)O(-y)) is an element in N(]R N) 
and the Dunkl convolution can be written as 
(2.10) (S *k T, ~p) = (Sx, (7-y, rx(k)ap(-y))). 
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Further, since (Sx, ry(k)qz(-x)) ~ ~f°°(RN) and a distribution of compact support 
is well defined on smooth functions which are not necessarily with compact support, 
one may rewrite (2.10) as 
7-, v> = (5, (Sx, 
Now, let S ~ ~t(~N) and ~o ~ ~(]I~N). We claim that S *k ~o is a ~ function on 
N N such that 
(2.1 l) (S *k ~o)(x) = (~o .~ S)(x) = (S, rx (k)~o). 
One can see this as follows: 
(S *k ~o, ~r) = (Sx ® ~o(y), rx(k)~r(-y)) 
: (S~, (~o(y), r~ (k)O(-y))) 
= (Sx, (O(Y), "6y(k)qg(x))) 
= (Sx ® @(y), vy(k)~o(x)) 
: (@(y), (Sx, Z'y(k)(.p(x))). 
Above we used the fact that f~N ~o(y)rx(k)7'(-y)vk(y)dy : fen vy(k)(p(x)@(y) 
x vk(y)dy (see for instance [45]). Therefore 
(2.12) S *~ ~o(x) = (S, rx (k)@ 
Now, Lemma 2.3(ii) finishes the proof. Clearly, S *k ~o = ~o *k S. 
Comment 1. In view of the convention above, we see that (2.12) agrees with (2.6) 
in the case where S is defined by a function. 
Since the mapping ~o ~ ~k(~o) of j ( ]~N)  onto 5~(]R N) is linear and continuous 
in the topology of J (Nu) ,  we can now define the Dunkl transform of a tempered 
distribution 7- as the tempered istribution @k(7-) defined through 
Comment 2. Let f ~ L I(~ N, Ok(X)dx) and Tf be the distribution associated (or 
equivalent) o f .  Obviously ~k(Tf) = Tek(f), where @k(f) is the Dunkl transform 
of f as defined in (2.3). This can be seen by changing the order of integra- 
tion in (~k(Ty), ~o) = f~N f (X)~k(~O)(X)Vk(X)dx = f~N f (x)[f~N ~o(y)Ek(y, --ix) 
× vk(y) dy]vk(x)dx. Thus the Dunkl transform of a tempered istribution is a 
generalization f the ordinary Dunkl transform of functions. 
Notice that, if T c o°t(]l~N), then, using the tensor product, its Dunkl transform 
can be written as 
(-~k (7-), ~P)= ((7-y, Ek(--ix, y)), ~o(x)). 
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That is 
~k(T)(~) = (Tx, E~(-i~, x)), YT • ~t(]~N). 
The following elementary properties can be derived from the definition of the 
Dunkl transform of tempered istributions: 
(i) ~k is a topological isomorphism of S~(]R N) onto itself; 
(ii) ~k(Tj(k)T)(~) = i~j~(T)(~);  and 
(iii) Tj (k)(~kT) = ~k(--ixjT). 
Comment 3. In the statement (ii) above, the distribution 1) (k)T is defined by 
(Tj(k)7-, ~o) := - (T ,  Tj(k)~o), V q) • ~(RN). 
This definition makes sense since if ~0 • ~(RN), then Tj(k)~o • ~(R N) and ~0 ~-> 
- (T ,  Tj(k)~o) is linear and continuous on N(RN). If T is equivalent to a %:1 
function f ,  then Tj (k)T is equivalent to Tj (k)f: 
(ri(k f, dx 
NN 
=-  f f (x)[Tj(k)q)(x)]vk(x)dx = - ( f ,  Tj(k)go). 
NN 
Next we turn our attention to the behavior of the convolution of two distributions 
under the Dunkl transform. We claim that 
(2.13) ~k(S *k T) = ~k(S)~(T)  
holds if one of the distributions i  of compact support and the other one is a 
tempered istribution. Indeed, if ~0 6 Y(NN), S • #'(N N) and T c Y'(I~N), then 
the following 
(~k(S *k T), ~o)= {S *k T, ~(~o)} = (Sx ® 7-y, rx(k)(~k(~o))(--y)} 
= (Ty, (Sx, rx (k)(~k(~0)) (-y))) 
is well defined. This fact can be seen as follows: Since 
rx(k)f(y) = f ~k(f)(~)Ek(ix, ~)Ek(--iy, ~)vk(~)d~, 
NN 
then 
= f  )Ek(-iy, 
NN 
= ~k (Ek (--iy, .)~o) (x). 
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Hence 
X(y) := (Sx, rx(k)(gk(~o))(--y)) 
= (Sx, 9k(E(--iy, .)~o)(x)} 
= {ffk(S)(~), Ek(--iy, ~)qg(~)). 
On the other hand, since S ~ £'(RN), 9k(S) is a W °O slowly increasing function 
(cf. [45, Theorem 5.2]), and 
f 9k(S)(~)Ek(--iy, ~)~0(~)vk(~)d~ = 9k(~k(S)" ~o)(y). X(y) 
NN 
Thus, ,Y(y) is in Y(RN), and the mapping J (N  N) ~ Y(RN), defined by ~o w-> X 
is continuous, also, if T is a tempered istribution, then 
(9~(s ,~ T), ~0) = (T, x) 
is well defined, depends continuously on ~0, and 
(9~(s ,~ 7-), ~)= (T, 9~(gk(S). ~))= (9~0-), 9~(S). ,) = (9~(s)9~(r), ~). 
That is 
(2.14) 9k(S*kT)=gk(S)gk(7-), for S 6 3~'(RN), ~Y E ~t  (]I~N) • 
Remark 2.4. 
(i) Alternatively, one may prove (2.14) using the fact that 9k = 90 o t Vk, together 
with 
(2.15) tvk(S*k T)=tvk(S)*otVk(7-). 
Here 90 denotes the Euclidean Fourier transform, t Vk is the transpose of 
the intertwining operator Vk, and *0 is the classical convolution. Now, (2.15) 
was given in [5, Proposition 2.10] only for S, T ~ 8'(IRN); an approximation 
argument gives the result if one of the distributions i a tempered istribution. 
We mention that later we will need (2.14) only for S ~ o~t(]I~ N) and T 
J (RN) .  
(ii) Let S, T 6 3 ~I (IR N). We claim that S .k  7- is a distribution with compact support. 
Thus, its Dunkl transform is a continuous function such that 
9k(S *k T)(~) = {S *k T, Ek(-i~, .)} = (Sx ® Ty, zx(Ek(-i~, "))(-y)) 
= (Sx, Ek(--i~, x))(Ty, Ek(--i~, y)} = ~k(S)(~)gk(T)(~) 
(recall (2.5)). To prove the claim above, we shall argue as follows: On one hand, 
we have Equation (2.15) above. On the other hand, by [45, Theorem 5.1 ] t Vk is 
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a topological isomorphism from ~t(]l~N) OntO itself. Now using the well know 
fact that he classical convolution of two distributions with compact supports is 
again a compactly supported distribution, we can deduce that he right hand side 
of (2.15) belongs to gt(]~U). Applying again [45, Theorem 5.1], we conclude 
that S *k 7- • E'(IRN). 
We close this section by recalling a Paley-Wiener theorem for the Dunkl 
transform. For R > 0, denote by ~(~N)  the space of smooth functions on R N 
with support contained inthe closed metric ball of radius R about he origin. Denote 
by 5¢~(C N) the space of entire functions f on C N with the property that for each 
integer M > 0, there exists a constant otM such that 
If(z)[ < OlM(1 + []ZII)-Me RIIIm(z)ll. 
Further, let f~ (]~u) be the space of distributions on ]~N with support contained in
the closed ball of radius R about he origin, and let ~n (C N) be the space of entire 
functions on C u such that 
If(z) <~ c(1-4- IlZl[)Me Rlllm(z)ll, 
for some positive constants C and M. 
Theorem 2.5 (Paley-Wiener theorem). Let G be a finite reflection group and 
suppose that k • Jc ~+. 
(i) (cf. [30]) The Dunkl transform ~k is a linear isomorphism between ~(]~N)  
and 5~R (cN), for all R > O. 
(ii) (cf. [45]) The Dunkl transform ~ is a linear isomorphism between W~(]~N) 
and 7-[R(CN), for all R > O. 
Finally, let us point out the following fact regarding the Dunkl convolution. 
Equation (2.14) shows that the Dunld transform of S *k 7", with S • ~t(]~N) and 
T • Y~(RN), equals the product ~k(S)~k(T) .  Since S • ~t(RN), by the (easy half 
of the) Paley-Wiener theorem (ii), ~k (S) belongs to the space of smooth slowly 
increasing functions. Hence, for 7" • J '  (RN), ~(S)~k(T)  • j~  (~N). This shows 
that if S • ~(]R N) and 7- • y~(j~N), then S *k T • Y~(RN). Similarly, one can 
prove that S *k 7- • y(l~N) i fS • 8r(R N) and T • 5e(RN). 
3. THE WAVE EQUATION FOR DUNKL OPERATORS 
Except in a few places, most of the results below hold for complex-valued 
multiplicity functions k such that Re(k) ~> 0. However, for the reader's convenience, 
we will restrict ourselves to multiplicity functions k E 9g "+. 
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For k in Jd  +, consider the following Cauchy problem for the wave equation 
associated with the Dunkl-Laplacian operator 
(3.1) 
AkUk(X, t) = OttUk(X, t), 
Ule(x, O) = f(x) ,  
(x,t) elR N x IR, 
Otuk(x, O) = g(x). 
Here the functions f and g belong to SP(IRN). The subscript t indicates differenti- 
ation in the t-variable. Next, we will prove the following statements: 
(S1) Let k e ~+ and N ~> 1. For a given x e R N, the solution Uk(X, t) depends 
only on the values of rx (k) f (y) and rx (k)g (y) for II Y II ~< Itl. 
(,92) Let k e ~+ and N ~ 1. For a given x e R N, the solution Uk(X, t) depends only 
on the values of rx (k)f(y) and rx (k)g(y) (and their derivatives) for II Y II = I tl 
if and only if (N - 3)/2 + Fk 6 N. 
Another way of stating (81) is that Uk is expressed as a sum of,h-convolutions of 
f and g with distributions that vanish outside the ball of radius Itl about he origin. 
Similarly, (,92) is equivalent to the fact that the distributions we convolve f and 
g with, also vanish inside the ball of radius It l. In analogy with the classical case, 
i.e. when k ~- 0, we shall say that (3.1) satisfies the weak Huygens principle if uk 
satisfies (S1), and (3.1) satisfies the strict Huygens principle if uk satisfies (,52). 
For the time being, we only assume k e ~+ and N >/1. For t e IR, denote by Pt,t 
the 2 x 2 matrix of tempered istributions on JR N 
(3.2) Pk, t  = [ llpPk~ p12]p~-= r ~k- '  [cos(t II " II)] ~£- '  [sin(tll - II)/11 • II] ] 
~,t k,, k~£-l[-II • II sin(tll. II)1 ~-a[cos(tll" II)1 " 
In Theorem 3.2 below we shall prove that the P~,J's are compactly supported 
distributions, which justifies the following operations with convolutions in view of 
[ f(x)q where the Cauchy data (f, g) 6 J( JR N) x J (RN) .  (2.14). Put Uk(x, 0):= tg( )J, 
Thus, we may define the vector column Uk(x, t) by 
(3.3) ek(x, t):= {Pk,, ,~ uk(., o)}(x) 
~-~ 22 *k (X). k Pelk,, P£,,_} 
By applying the Dunkl transform Nk to (3.3), in the x-variable, we get 
(3.4) ~k(Uk(.,t))(~)=etA~k(Uk(.,O))(~), 
where 
(3.5) A := _11~112 . 
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That is ~k (Uk (., t))(~) is a solution to the following ordinary differential equation 
[ 0 l ] ~k(Uk(., t))(~). (3.6) Ot~k(Uk(',t))(~)=A~k(Uk(',t))(~)= _Hs,,ell 2 0 
Using the fact that -II~ ll2~k(f)(~) = ~k(Akf)(~), and the injectivity of the Dunkl 
transform, we deduce that 
(3.7) OtUk(x,t) = Ak 
uk(x,t)] Thus, if we write Uk(x, t) = [~k(x,t)3' then u~(x, t) satisfies the following wave 
equation 
3uuk(x, t) = Akuk(x, t). 
Moreover, from (3.3) and in the light of the very last fact pointed out in the previous 
section regarding *k, uk(', t) 6 j (~N)  for each t 6 IlL 
Furthermore, Uk(X, t) -~ f(x)  as t --+ 0. Indeed, if3 denotes the Dirac functional, 
then, as t -~ 0, ~q(cos( t l [ .  II)) -~ ~ in 5P'(R N) and thus in ~'(RN). On the 
other hand, ~k-a(sin(tl] •II)/ll • II) ~ 0 as t -+ 0. Using the continuity of the Dunk1 
convolution *k, we deduce that 
uk(x , t )~(3*k f ) (x )= f(x)  ast~0.  
Similarly, one can prove that (OtuD(x, t) --+ g(x) as t ~ 0. 
We mention that the solution uk constructed above is unique. This claim is a 
consequence of the energy conservation theorem, which we will prove in the last 
section (see Theorem 4.1 below). Indeed, if we denote by 
4[u m) := 2 + 2 , k<x)dx 
nz~N j= l  
the total energy of the solution uk(x, t) at time t, then Theorem 4.1 below shows 
that fk[uk](t) is independent of t ,  and 
c; 2 
4[ .k ] ( , )  : y f (ll ll2] kf( )] 2+ 
~N 
Thus, if we suppose that U (1) and u~ 2) are two solutions of the wave equation with 
the same initial data, then u~ 1) - u (2) is a solution of the wave equation with zero 
initial data. Therefore, the energy for the solution u (1) (2) is zero. This implies 
- -  U k 
that 3t(u~ 1) -  u(2))(x,t)=0 for every t oR .  That is tw-~ (u (1) -  u(2))(x, t) is a 
constant function, so (u~ 1) - u~2))(x, t) = (u (') - u~2))(x, 0) = 0. This proves that 
the solutions of the wave equation are uniquely determined by the initial Cauchy 
data. In the classical case k = 0, the reader is referred to [32]. 
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The following theorem collects all the above facts and discussions. 
Theorem 3.1. The solution to the Cauchy problem (3.1) is given uniquely by 
uk(x, t) 11 12 = (P~,t *~ f)(x) + (P~,t *k g)(x), 
where, for a fixed t, P~I t and p~2 are the tempered distributions on ]~u given by 
p~l = ~; l [cos( , ,  ,)], P~ = e;l[si.(,ll. , ) / , .  q. 
We shall call the distributions P]J the propagators of the deformed wave equation. 
Before investigating the support of the solution uk and of the propagators, let 
us make some observations regarding the estimate and the limit of u~(., t) in 
L2(• N , Uk(X ) dx). We restrict our attention to the LZ-behaviors because these are 
the most physically interesting quantities. First, for all t ~ R, we have the following 
Strichartz-type inequality 
(3.8) II.~(.,t)ll~ ~ llf,~+ II(-A~)-'/2glI~. 
Here I1" I1~ denotes the norm in L2(~ N, vk(x)dx). Secondly, as Itl --+ oo, the 
function t ~ II u k (., t)II k has a finite limit depending on the initial data 
(3.9) lim II.~(.t)ll~ ~,/11~+~11 -1/2 2 = ( -A~)  gl[~" 
It[--+oo 
It follows that, if [[uk(., t)l[k ~ 0 as It[ ~ oo, then 
uk =O. 
To prove (3.8) and (3.9), we express f~Niu~(x,t)12vg(x)dx in terms of 
~k(uk(', t))(~) by means of the Plancherel formula. In view of 
(3.10) @k(u~(., t))(~) = cos(tll~li)~kf(~) + sin(tll~ll) ~kg(~), 
I1~11 
we obtain 
f [uk(x't)[ 2t)k(x)dx -----5--f [ [ ~ f(~)12 + e ~  -2 l~kg(~) I 2 l l  l2 ] t)k (~) d~ 
~N ~N 
c~ -2 +-r f [2~f(~)12c°s(2tll~ll)ok(~)d~ 
~N 
Ck 2 f I@kg(~)l 2
cos(2tll~ll)vk(~) d~ 
2 J I1~112 
~N 
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¢k 2 f ~kf (~)~kg(~)  + ~kf (~)~kg(~)  
+ T I1~ II
R N 
x sin(2t II~ I[) vl, (~) d~. 
Above we used the familiar trigonometric identities for double angles. Now 
the Strichartz inequality is clear. Equation (3.9) follows by using the classical 
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma for the Euclidean Fourier sine and cosine transforms. 
Now we turn our attention to the statements ($1) and ($2), stated at the beginning 
of this section. Recall that 
= (P£,t(Y), rx(k) f (y) )  + (P/,,t(Y), rx btk(X, t) 11 12 (k)g(y)). 
The statement (S1) claims that uk(x, t) depends only on the values Ofrx(k ) f (y )  and 
rx(k)g(y) for IlYl¢ ~< Itl. In other words, PkJt is supported in the set {y c IR N I Ilyll <~ 
]tl}. On the other hand, the statement ($2) claims that uk(x, t) depends only on the 
values Of rx(k) f (y )  and rx(k)g(y) for Ilyll = Itl if and only if (N -  3)/2 + Yk 
N. In other words, P~,J, is supported on the set {y ~ R N I IlYll = Itl} if and only if 
(N - 3)/2 + Yk E N. 
To prove ($1), our method uses the Paley-Wiener Theorem 2.5(ii) for the Dunkl 
transform. 
The first key observation is that he functions cos(t IIx tl) and sin(t IIx II)/IIx II can be 
extended to entire functions on C N. Indeed, for z 6 C, the functions cosz and sinz/z 
are both even, and thus we may consider the functions cos(~/-z) and sin(~/-z)/~/z 
which are entire analytic functions ofz (even though ~/~ is not single-valued). Thus, 
the analytic extensions of cos(t Irx II) and sin(t Ilx II)/[Ix rl, respectively, are 
cos(t/z, z>1/2), sin(t(z, z) 1/2) 
(Z, Z) 1/2 
In order to apply the Paley-Wiener theorem, we need to show that 
(3.11) ]cos(t(z ' z)1/2)], sin(t(z, z) 1/2) (Z, Z) 1/2 ~ c eltl Irlm(z)ll, 
for some constant c. We believe that the above two inequalities are proved 
somewhere in the literature. However, in order to be self-contained, we shall give 
a proof: If we write (z,z) 1/2 = u + iv and use the fact that Icos(u + i1))1 and 
r sin(u + iv) / (u + iv)] are both bounded by a constant c times e Ivl, we obtain 
]c°s(t( z, z) 1/2) I, sin(t (z, Z) 1/2) (Z,Z)I/2 <~ celtllv[ 
Further, as (z,z) = (u + iv) 2, we have u 2 - -  1) 2 = IIRe(z)ll 2 - IIIm(z)rl 2 and u1) = 
(Re(z), Im(z)). Thus, by Cauchy-Schwartz-Buniakowsky inequality, it follows that 
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tt2V 2 ~ IlRe(z)ll2llIm(z)ll 2, which is equivalent to 1)2(I) 2 -]- IIRe(z)ll 2 - IIIm(z)l[ 2) ~< 
I[Re(z) II 2 IIIm(z)I12, This amounts to 
(v2+[lRe(z)[[2-11Im(z)l[2)2.2 <~ (\ IIRe(z)II 2 ; IIIm(z) 112) 2, 
which yields v 2 ~< IlIm(z)l[ 2. Now, applying the Paley-Wiener Theorem 2.5(ii), 
we conclude that the distributions ~-l[cos(tll. II)] and ~kl[sin(tll • II)/11" II] are 
supported in the set Ilxll ~< Itl. We have proved: 
Theorem 3.2. For all k ~ ~+ and N ~ 1, the propagators P/~ll t and p12 k,t are 
supported in the set {y ~ R N I Ilyll ~< Itl}. 
Thus, the following weak Huygens principle holds. 
Theorem 3.3 (Weak Huygens' principle). Assume that k c ~+ and N >~ 1. For a 
given point x ~ ]R N, the solution uk (x, t) to the Cauchy problem (3.1) depends only 
on the values Of vx(k) f (y) and vx(k)g(y) for IlYll ~< Itl. 
Notice that the above theorem holds in all dimensions N. 
We shall now discuss the strict Huygens principle which will hold only under 
a condition involving N and the multiplicity function k. Our approach uses the 
representation theory of the group SL(2, IR), following [26]. 
We start by investigating certain symmetries and invariance of the deformed wave 
equation, which are reflected in symmetries and invariance of the propagators. To 
pl l  p12 
see this, we define the 2 x 2 matrix Pk = [ ?~21 p~2 ] of entrywise distributions on 
]1~ N+I , where 
R 
for 7*1 ~ 5:(IRN) and lp2 C J(]~). Here we used the fact that J(1R u+l) ~-- 
5:(1RN)~Y(IR) is the unique topological tensor product of Y(1R N) and J(1R) as 
nuclear spaces. From the constructive proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows that 
AkP~J = Ott Pk j, i, j = 1, 2. 
For h ~ G, ~ c 5:(IRU+l), and for each t 6 IR, denote by zrx the unitary action of 
G on ~(., t) given by 
:rrx(h)~p(x, t) := ~(h -1 -x, t). 
By duality, we have the action Jr~ of G on tempered istributions by the rule 
.*(h)(r)OP) = r (~x(h) -~) ,  
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for 7t 6 j(]]~N+I) and T 6 jt(]~N+I). Further, let r be the operation of time- 
reflection r(x, t) = (x, - t ) ,  and denote by 
ret(r)~(x, t) := 7t(x, - t ) .  
Similarly as for Jrx*, we obtain the action zr t on distributions. 
Begin with a solution uk(x, t) to the Cauchy problem (3.1) with Cauchy data 
(f,g). Then rex(h)uk(x,t) solves the wave equation with initial data (rex(h)f, 
rex (h)g). The analogue of (3.3) reads 
7rx(h)Uk(x, t) = { Pk,t *k rex(h)Uk(', O)}(x). 
This amounts to 
Uk(x, t) = re*(h){Pk,t *k zrx(h)Uk(., O)}(x) = {zr;(h)Pk,t *k Uk(., O)}(x), 
which implies 
re,:l.~pij ij x~n) k,t=P~,t, i , j= l ,2 .  
The G-invariance of P~,J can also be observed irectly from (3.2). Plugging this 
into the definition of P~J, we conclude that 
re;(h)P~ j=P~j, i , j= l ,2 .  
For the operation of time-reflection, clearly ret (r)u~(x, t) = uk(x, -t) solves the 
Cauchy problem (3.1) with Cauchy data (f, -g) .  Thus, the analogue of (3.3) reads 
.k(x,-,) ] 
--(OtUD(X,--t) J=Pk't*k[ f--g] ' 
which we may rewrite as 
(3.12) [ l  0 ? l ]Uk(x , - - t )=Pk, t ,k I ;  ? l ]Uk(x ,0 ) .  
On the other hand, from (3.3), it follows that Uk(x,-t) = Pk,-t *k Uk(x, 0). 
Comparing this with equation (3.12), we obtain 
- .  . . . .  
p~.t =(_l),- jp~g t fori, j= l ,2 ,  
which implies 
ret(r)P~ j = (-1)i-JP~ j fori, j = 1,2. 
Remark 3.4. From the time-reflection action on the propagators, it is clear that 
time is reversible, except for a minus sign that may appear when the second Cauchy 
datum g or its Dunkl transform are involved. So the past is determined by the 
present as well as the future. 
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Next, we will investigate the symmetries of the propagators under a dilation 
operator. This will inform us on the degree of the homogeneity of the distributions 
P~J, with i, j = 1, 2. 
For )v > 0 and ~p < J (RN+I ) ,  denote by 
S~7t(x, t) := ~()vx, t), Stzgz(x, t) := ~p(x, )vt), 
where the superscript denotes the relevant variable. Set Sz := S~ o S~. By duality, 
the operators S~,, S~, and Sx act on distributions in the standard way. 
We begin by looking to the symmetry properties of P~,J under the dilation &. 
Observe that if uk(x, t) is a solution to (3.1) with initial data (f(x), g(x)), then 
&Uk(X, t) solves the wave equation with initial data (S~ f(x), )~S~g(x)). Thus 
(3.13) &Uk(x,t)=Pk,t*k LZS#g j . 
On the other hand, 
r &uk(x,t) .r .k(zx,~t) 
La,{s~.k(x,t),] -- ] 
& U~(x, t) 
L z{a,u~}(xx, zt) 
=[ u~ ] (xx'zt)zotu~ 
Using the fact that if fz(x) :=  )vyk+NI2f(~.X), then ~(fL) (~)  = ~-yk-N/2 
x ~k (f)(Z~), one can check that S~ preserves the convolution ,~. Therefore 
(3.14) 
S~g J
=[10 ~]{S~,k,xt ,k I10 )O_,]FS~fl LZS~g j } (x). 
Comparing (3.13) with (3.14) gives S)~ P~!z, = ~ j - i  P~{t' for i, j = 1, 2. Now one can 
obtain the symmetry properties of P~J as follows: For 711 c J (R  N) and ~P2 ~ J (R) ,  
we have 
__ p i j  ( cx S t S'k(PkJ) (lltl @lP2) - -  k ~,~. - l ( l / ' r l )~  L-l(1[r2)) 
f sx s, = ( z ~0Pa)) z_~0P2)(Odt 
R 
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)~ f pi j  [ qx k,)~t k~'Z-I (@1)) ¢2 (t) dt 
d 
R 
R 
= xl+J" f  (01)1~2(t)dt 
= xl+j-iP~J(~l ® ~2). 
We summarize the above computations. 
Proposition 3.5. Let k ~ Jd + and N ~ 1. 
(i) The distribution P~J satisfies the deformed wave equation, i.e. 
(3.15) Ak P~J =Ott P~J, i, j = 1, 2. 
(ii) I fh c G and r denotes the operation of  time-reflection, then 
Zrx* (h)p iij = p~j, rct(v)p~ j = (-1)i-JP~ j, i , j  = 1,2. 
(iii) For )~ > 0 
SzP~J=~.I+j-ip~ j, i , j= l ,2 .  
Next, we will prove similar statements for what we shall call the Dunkl-Fourier 
transform of P~J. For ~p c y(RN+I) ,  denote by 
~k~(x ,  t) := f ~(x', t')Ek(x', " itd , , , - tx)e  vk(x)dx dt . 
.1  
NN+I 
For a distribution T of compact support, we write 
~ko~ (7") = ~k~ (7-)(x, t)Vk(X) dx dt, 
where 
~kf'~ (T)(x, t) = 7"(Ek(X', --ix)eitt'). 
Since Ek(h. x, x I) = Ek(x, h -1 • x'), for h c G, and Vk is G-invariant, hen in the 
light of Proposition 3.5(ii), it follows that 
and 
for all h c G, 
yrt ('c)~k,:~(P~ j) = (--1)i-J ~k~(Pk J ) .  
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A crucial observation regarding ~ko~(e~ j) is that 
(3.16) ( l lx l l2-t2)~k@(P~J)=o, i , j  = 1,2. 
This follows by taking the Dunkl-Fourier transform of (3.15) together with 
the fact that ~kG'(Akap)(x, t) = - I l x l l2~k~0p) (x ,  t) and ~o~(Ott~)(x,t)  =
- ta~k~0p) (x ,  t). Equation (3.16) says the distribution ~k@(P~ j) is supported 
on the light cone ~ = {(x, t) c R s+l [ Ilxll - t = = 0}, for i, j = 1, 2. 
Consider now the symmetry property of ~k~'(P~:). In view of Proposition 
3.5(iii) and the fact that EkO~x, x') = Ek(x, ~.x'), we have 
= tit] 
= ~,2yk+N+l~k~(~J ) (~.X , )v t ) l )k (x )dxdt  
= ~ 2×k+U+l p~J (EkO~x, --ix')eiXtt')vk(x) dx dt 
=)v2n+N+lp~j (Ek(X ,  • t iD./ -t)~x )e )vk(x)dxdt 
= )2yk+N+l Pk j (SL[Ek(X,  " ' " ' - i x  )e t ])Vk(x)dx at 
= 
= )v2yk +N+i- J  ~ko~ (p i J ) .  
Similarly to Proposition 3.5, we get: 
Proposition 3.6. Let k ~ 3g + and N > 1. 
(i) The distribution ~ko~ ( p~J) is supported on the light cone ~, i.e. 
( l lxl l2-t2)~kJu(P~J)=o, i , j=  l,2. 
(ii) I fh ~ G and r denotes the operation of  time-reflection, then 
, ij 
n;(r)eko~-(P~J)=(--1)i- Jek~(v~J),  i , j  = 1,2. 
(iii) For )~ > 0 
i , := 1,2. 
Next we shall describe the structure of a representation f the universal covering 
group SL(2, IR) of SL(2, IR) on 5:(IRN+I). This structure, together with Proposi- 
tion 3.5 and Proposition 3.6, allows to prove that the Cauchy problem (3.1) satisfies 
the strict Huygens principle, under a condition involving N and k. We adapt he 
method of R. Howe for the classical wave equation, i.e. when k - 0 (cf. [24,27]). 
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Choose xl, x2 . . . . .  x N as the usual system of coordinates on ]~N. Let 
EN, 1 "= ~([[xll 2 - t2), 
1 
FN, 1 "= - -~(  A k -- Ott), 
N N+I  
~]~N,1 .-- ~ + ]/k + ~_x jO j  + tot. 
j= l  
Using [21, Theorem 3.3], the following commutation relations hold 
(3.17) [EN,1, HN,1] = --2EN,1, [~'N,1, HN,1] = 2•N,1, 
[EN, I, FN,1] = NN,1. 
These are the commutation relations of a standard basis of the Lie algebra ~[(2, R). 
Equation (3.17) gives rise to a representation S2k of ~[(2, R). On J (RN+I ) ,  the 
representation ~k can be described as 
(3.18) f2~(N(2, IR)c) =z[  + @z[ ° @~[2, 
where 
s[ + = Span{EN,1}, M ° = Span{HN,l}, z[2 = Span{lFN,1}. 
The decomposition (3.18) is an instance of the Cartan decomposition 
N(2, IR)c = p+ @ t~c ff~ p-,  
where z[ + _~ f2k(p+), st ° _~ f2k(~C), and ~[2 - ~2k(p-). Here t~ = u(1), the Lie 
algebra of the compact group U(1). The integrated form of the Lie algebra 
representation f2k is an analogue of the metaplectic representation f the universal 
covering SL(2, R) of the group SL(2, R). If (N + 1)/2 + Yk e 1Z \ Z, we obtain a 
representation f the double covering Mp (2, R) of S L (2, IR), and if (N + 1)/2 + Yk e 
Z we obtain a representation f SL (2, R). 
Remark 3.7. Following [8], we may rewrite the Dunkl-Fourier transform as 
~k ~ = ei ~- (Yk +( N + l ) /2) e--i ~ (EN'l +F N'l ). 
That is, up to a scalar factor, ~k~ is an element of the integrated form of the 
representation fak, given by the formulas above. 
Recall that ($2) is equivalent to the fact that the propagators p2l and p~2 are 
supported on the light cone W = {(x, t) e R N x R I Ilxll 2 - t 2 = 0}. Next we will 
present our argument for the i j ,  P£ s with i, j = 1, 2. Since W is the locus of zeros of 
tlxt[ 2 - t 2, then P2J is supported on W if and only if 
(3.19) E~v,1. P2J = 0 
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for some positive integer m, or 
(3.20) ~'~v,, • ~t@(P~J) = 0 
. .  . i j  " for some posltwe mteger m (P~ and ~k~(P~ J) are distributions of finite order. See, 
for instance, [43]). In the light of Proposition 3.5(i) (or Proposition 3.6(i)) together 
with the homogeneity of p~J (or ~k@(P~J)), i.e. it is a weight vector for HN,1, the 
equation (3.19) (or (3.20)) amounts to saying the distribution P~J (or ~t~(P~J)) 
generates a finite-dimensional f2~(~[(2, IR))-module. Thus, the qualitative part of 
the strict Huygens principle holds. 
Theorem 3.8. The strict Huygens principle holds if and only if P~ j (or ~k ~ ( P~J ) ) 
is supported on the light cone ~, if and only if P~J (or ~t~(P~J)) generates a
finite-dimensional f2~(s[(2, R))-module. In this case, P~J and ~t~(P~ j) belong to 
the same module. 
Claim 3.9. The strict Huygens principle cannot hold when 
N+I  - -+•t  CZ. 
2 
To prove the claim, we need the following branching decomposition f ~(~N) 
under the action of G x SL(2, ~). Those readers who are familiar with the theory 
of Howe reductive dual pairs [24,25] will find that our formulation can be thought 
of as an analogue of Howe's theory. 
Recall that xl . . . . .  xu denotes the usual system of coordinates on NU. Set 
N 
N 7+×t+ xgj, 
j=l  
- At/4 -- Ilxll 2 ~ + At/4 + Ilxll 2 
E := , F := , 
2 2 
Ak 
H := - - -  + Ilxll 2. 
4 
Using again [21, Theorem 3.3], we can derive the following s [(2, IR)-commutation 
relations 
(3.21) [E, H] = -2E,  [F, H] = 2F, [E, F] = H. 
What makes {E, F, H] important is the fact that H is the infinitesimal generator 
of the maximal compact subgroup S0(2, ~) of SL(2, R). Observe that E* = -F  
and H* = H in L2(R N, vt(x)dx). This is a consequence of the fact that At is 
symmetric, while 3v~k* = -5~k as the below verification shows (you may require 
k~/> 1, and after the formula is established, the restriction can be dropped, i.e. back 
to k~/> 0, by analytic ontinuation) 
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~N 
- [ -- f(x)g(x) dx, 
NN j-~l 
, I  
where ~N=lXjOjvk(x)= 2gkvk(x), since vk is homogeneous of degree 2gk. 
Equation (3.2 1 ), together with the observation above, gives rise to an infinitesimally 
unitary representation wk of s[(2, JR). Similarly as for f2k, we may describe this 
representation as 
wk(p +) = Span{E}, ~ok (t~c) = Span{H}, wk(p-) = Span{F}. 
Here ~ = ,o(2), the Lie algebra of the compact group S0(2, R). 
For h ~ G, denote by rr(h) the action of G on 5P(N N) 
zr(h)f(x) = f (h- lx) .  
The actions of G and 8[(2, N) on 5~(N N) commute. This is a consequence ofthe G- 
equivariant of/xk together with the simple fact that ~ = ¼ (Ak o Ilx II 2 - llx IIZAD. 
To investigate the structure of the representation 94, note that for a polynomial 
p e ~(~N)  
eULLxLL2p(-T~(k))e-Vllxll2 = p(av{~, .) - T~(k)), for v ~ N. 
This follows from the product rule (2.1). In particular, if p (x) = ~j=IN X 2, we obtain 
eVllxtl2Ake-Vllxll2 =4v211xll 2 + Ak -- 4v~,  for v ~ ~. 
Thus, we may rewrite the ~[(2)-triple {E, F, H} as 
(3.22) E = __ellXll2Ake_llxll2,1 
8 
(3.23) F = 8e-f[x[[2Ak ellxll2, 
(3.24) H:-e - I lx l l2 ( - -~+ 5'~)e Ilxll2. 
Next we shall investigate he lowest weight modules for the ~l(2)-triple {E, F, H}. 
According to (3.23), the kernel of F consists of functions of the form e -Ilxl12 h(x) 
where h is harmonic, i.e. Akh = 0. Now by (3.24), we get H(e-Ilxll2h(x)) = 
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e-Ilxl125~kh(x). Thus, e-Ilxll2h(x) is an eigenvector for H if and only if h is a ho- 
mogeneous polynomial. In conclusion, h is a harmonic homogeneous polynomial. 
Further, i fh has degree m, then 
H(e-Ilxll2h(x)) = m + -~ + Yk e-Ilxll2h(x). 
Henceforth, for m 6 N, we set J~m (k) to be the space of harmonic homogeneous 
polynomials on R N of degree m. 
On the other hand, the vectors Vs := ES(e-Ilxll2hm(x)), with s E N, are eigen- 
vectors for H with eigenvalues N/2 + ?'k + m + 2s. Further, the vectors vs form 
an orthonormal basis for the space of the representation. Denote by ~///N/2+×k+m the 
~[(2, ll~)-representation with lowest weight N/2+ Yk +m. Moreover, for ~p c J ( I~  +) 
and hm ~ J~m (k), one can check that 
~°k(hm(x)~r([lxll2)) = {(m -t- N/2 q- yk)~r (llx II 2) q- 211xll2~'(llxll2)}hm(x), 
Ak(hm(x)~ (llx II2)) = 4{ Ilxll 2 ~r" (llx II 2) + (m + N/2 + Yk)~' (llx II 2 ) }hm(x). 
Thus, for every s 6 N, E s leaves the set ~hm :=  {V~(II • ll2)hm I ¢ ~ Y(R+)} 
invariant. In particular, the vectors Vs belong to the space e-Ilxll2~.~(~N), which 
is dense in 5~(RN). 
We summarize the consequences of the above computations. 
Theorem 3.10. Assume that k E )U + and N >>. 1. Let ~ = ~o(2), as before. 
@ (i) The direct sum Y~meZ+ 5~m(k) • J ( ] I~N) ,  where j(]~N) denotes the space of 
0 (N)-invariant Schwartz functions on 11~ N, is dense in J(]RN). 
(ii) As a G × s[(2, I~)-module, the G × ~-finite vectors in the Schwartz space admit 
the following multiplicity-free decomposition 
mEZ+ 
where ~/m+N/2+yk is the ~[(2, ]~)-representation f  lowest weight m + N/2 + 
Yk, and ~(k)  := e-Ilxll2~m(k). The summands are mutually orthogonal 
with respect to the inner product on L2(]~ N, Vk(x)dx). The representation 
~f/m+U/2+y k integrates to an irreducible unitary representation of the universal 
covering SL(2, ]~). 
Remark 3.11. The decomposition i (ii) could just as well be formulated for 
L2(~ N, v~(x)dx) as for the Schwartz space. 
The following is then immediate. 
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Corollary 3.12. Under the action of~I(2, R), the ~-finite vectors in the Schwartz 
space Y (R N) decompose as 
where 
= 
mcZ+ 
dim(c~m(k))=(m+NN-1)-(m+N-3]'-I N -1  I 
l f  N > 1, dim(5~m (k)) is always nonzero, but if N = 1, it is zero for m ~ 2. 
Clearly now the Claim 3.9 holds, since the spectrum of wk(t~) (or its dual) acting 
on J ( ]R  u+l) (or j , (~u+l ) )  is (N + 1)/2 + Yk + Z +, whilst the spectrum of COk(D 
(or its dual) in finite dimensional modules is contained in Z. Thus, the following is 
proved. 
Theorem 3.13. 
N+I  
2 
The strict Huygens principle cannot hold when 
- -+×~¢z.  
The above theorem leaves the likelihood that the modified wave equation may 
satisfies Huygens' principle when (N + 1)/2 + Yk e Z. 
Using Proposition 3.5(iii) and Proposition 3.6(iii), we have 
/ xeOe+tOt J=( l+ j - t )P£  , 
i , j=  1,2, 
x~0~ + to, ~ko*(p~ j) = (2n + N + i - j )~k~(P i J ) ,  
and therefore 
=-- - -+yk+i - - j - -1  P~J, 
]H[N, l~kO~.(p~j )=(~+yk+i_ j _ l )@k~.~(p~j )  ' i , j  = 1,2. 
Thus, if we assume (N - 1)/2 + Yk + i - j e N, with i, j = 1, 2, and keeping in 
mind that 
]FN, 1 • P~J :0  and EN, 1 • a~(Pk  j) =0, 
we can conclude that each distribution P~J, with i, j = 1, 2, generates a finite- 
dimensional f2~(~[(2, ~)) on Y ' (R  N+I) of highest weight (N - 1)/2 + Yk + i - 
j .  It is worthwhile to recall that for a finite-dimensional representation V of 
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SL(2, I~), the operator ]F(dimV-l) ~N,1 converts a highest weight vector to a lowest 
weight, up to a constant [20,46]. We now summarize all the above computations 
and discussions. 
Proposition 3.14. Under the assumption 
N-1  
(3.25) - -+yk+i - - j  6N, 
2 
the tempered distribution p~3 generates an z[(2, ]~)-module of dimension 
N-1  
d i , j (k )=- -~+yk+i - j+ l ,  i , j  = 1,2, 
with highest weight vector ~k S~ (P~ j) of highest weight ( -~  + yg + i - j ). Further, 
for each i and j, there exists a constant oti, j such that 
pk j ~di, j (k) - 1 
which is equivalent to 
~k~(Pk  j) ---- ,--~,f l'~(N--1)/2+ykr~i j NlWdi'j (k)- 11  " piij. 
By taking into account the condition (3.25) for both el l  and p12, we obtain: 
Theorem 3.15 (Strict Huygens' principle). Assume that k ~ Jc ~+ and N ~ 1. For 
a given x ~ ~N, the solution Uk(X, t) to the Cauchyproblem (3.1) depends only on 
the values Of rx(k) f (y) and rx(k)g(y) (and their derivatives)for IlYll = Itl if and 
only if 
N-3  
- -  +~'k EN. 2 
Remark 3.16. By now one can see that the representation theory of the Lie 
algebra ~[(2, •) can be used as a crucial (and surprising) tool to investigate 
problems in harmonic analysis. The paper [9] contains two other applications of 
the representation Wkto analysis. The first application deals with a Bochner-type 
formula for the Dunkl transform. The second application releases the connection 
between the Fourier analysis on an arbitrary flat symmetric space p and the Dunkl 
theory on a maximal abelian subspace a of p. In particular, we show how the Bessel 
function F(k, x, y) := ~Wl Y~.w~W Ek(wx, y) is connected to the restriction of the 
spherical functions on p to a. Here W denotes the Weyl group associated with 
a. This latter fact was proved earlier by de Jeu [30], using a different approach. 
The basis for all of these applications i that the Dunkl transform belongs to the 
integrated form of our metaplectic-type representation, upto a scalar. 
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Now, let us consider the following Cauchy problem 
(3.26) 
AkUk(X, t) = OttUk(X, t), uk(x, 0) = f(x),  
OtUk(X,O) = g(x) ,  f ,g  ~ cC~(~N), 
where Wff (~N) stands for the set of smooth functions with support contained in the 
closed ball of radius R > 0 about he origin. In these circumstances, Theorem 3.15 
reads: 
Theorem 3.17. Assume that k ~ ~+ and N >~ 1. For all possible initial data 
f, g ~ W~(I~N), the support of the solution uk(x, t) to the Cauchy problem (3.26) 
is contained in the conical shell 
(3.27) ~={(x,t)~RNxl~lltl-g~Jlxll~ltl+R} 
i f  and only i f  
(N - 3)/2 + Yk 6 1~1. 
The shell Y2 is the union 
(3.28) U ~Y 
IIYlI~<R 
where Y~y is the light cone 
Wy = {(x, t) e ~N × ~ [ [Ix -- Yll = Itl}. 
We start with the proof of the right-hand side inequality in (3.27). Recall 
that ~k(ry(k)f)(~) = Ek(y,-- i~)~k(f)(~). Using the fact that ]Ek(y,--i~)1 ~< 
[~'[-G~ellyll IIIm(~)l[ and the Paley-Wiener Theorem 2.5(i) for the function f ,  we 
deduce that for each M E N there exists a constant OLM such that the entire function 
~ ~k(ry(k)f)(~) satisfies 
I~k(Zy(k) f)(~ ) I <~ aM(1 + II~ ll)-Me LIIm(~)II(R+IlylD. 
Thus, ry(k)f  is supported in the closed ball of radius R + [[Y[I about the origin. 
Similarly for ry(k)g. In view of Theorem 3.3, we conclude that for all k c JY'+ 
and N ~> 1, the support of the solution uk(x, t) to (3.26) is contained in the set 
{(x, t) [ I[x[[ ~< R + [tt}. Next, we will prove the left-hand side inequality in (3.27), 
which holds only if (N - 3)/2 + Yk ~ N. By Theorem 3.15, the solution uk(0, t) 
depends only the values o f f (y )  and g(y) for Ilyl[ = [t[. That is 
(3.29) uk(0, t) = 0 for Itl > R. 
We write ry(k) f (x)  for ry(k) f ( -x) .  I f  k = 0, then ry(0)f(x) = f (y  + x). One 
can check that ry(k) commutes with Ak - Ott. Thus ,  if uk(x, t) is a solution to 
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the Cauchy problem (3.26) with the Cauchy data (f, g), then ry(k)uk(x, t) solves 
(3.26) with initial data (ry(k)f, ry(k)g). Since ry (k ) f  and ry(k)g have support 
contained in B(0, R + Ilyll), (3.29) implies that ry(k)uk(O, t) = 0 for [tl > R + Ilyll, 
i.e. 
uk(y,t) =0 for Itl > R+ Ilyll- 
Finally, the set (3.27) coincides with the union (3.28) since: if (x, t) ~ Wy with II y II ~< 
R, then IIx-Yll = ttl so Ilxll <~ IIx-yll + Ilyll ~< Itl +g  and Itl = IIx-yl[ ~< Ilxll +e ,  
implies (3.27). Conversely, if (x, t) satisfies (3.27), then (x, t) 6 Wy with y = x - 
t x _ x x I Iii- ~ -- ii-~(ll II - Itl) which has norm less than or equal to R. 
However, we can prove Theorem 3.17 by using a different approach involving 
only the Paley-Wiener Theorem 2.5(i). We shall sketch this approach at the end 
of this section, and its details will be illustrated in the next section to prove the 
principle of energy equipartition. 
Now, let us go back to the Cauchy problem (3.1) where the Cauchy data (f, g) E 
y (~U)  × y(RN).  It is natural to think about some connection between solutions to 
wave equations and spherical mean type operators. As in the classical case, we shall 
express the solution uk to (3.1) in terms of what is commonly called the Dunkl-type 
spherical mean operator. 
In [34], the authors defined the Dunkl-type spherical mean operator f w-~ Mf on 
W~(R N) by 
,f Mf(x, r) := ~ rx(k)f(ry)vk(y)do(y), x ~ Nu, r ~ O, 
sN-1 
where dk := fsu-1 v~(x)dw(x). According to [38, Theorem 4.1], there exists a 
unique compactly supported probability measure axk, r such that 
Mf(x, r) = f f(~)dcrkx.r(~), 
]~N 
and 
supp(tyxk, r) ___ U{  ~ ERN I II~ -hx[[ <~r}. 
h~G 
A sharper statement on the support of ~rxkr is given in [38, Corollary 5.2] 
(3.30) supp(gxk, r) C {~ ~ ~N [ I1~11 /> IIIxll-rl}- 
Before expressing the solution Uk in terms of the spherical mean operator, let 
us recall few known facts about the Riemann-Liouville distributions on the real 
line [ 17]. 
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Let A = {)~ • C I Re0~) > 0}. Consider the locally integrable function on ]R 
defined for )~ • C by 
{X )~-1 , X >0,  
x~--1 := 0, x~<0. 
For ~p • ~(]R), the corresponding regular distribution 
oo 
(xV l,<=fx  
0 
is a holomorphic ~'(lR)-valued function with respect to the variable ), • A. It admits 
an analytic ontinuation i to the domain A' = {~ • C I )v ~ 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . .  }, where 
Resx~m xz-1 ( -  8(m)(x), for m = 0, 1, 2, 3, .~_ --  . . . .  
To eliminate these poles, one can divide x~_ -1 by I'()Q. Therefore, we may define 
an entire N'(R)-valued function by 
x~_ -1 
C ~ ~. ~ S~(x) := • Y(R) .  r (z )  
This distribution is nowadays known as the Riemann-Liouville distribution. In 
particular 
$_m(X)=~(m)(x), for all m =0,  1,2,3 . . . . .  
(3.31) d 
~X aZ (X) = ~L-1 (X). 
Next, we turn our attention to the relation between uk and the spherical mean 
operator. By Theorem 3.1, we know that 
(3.32) u~(x,t)= f pllt(Y)rx(k)f(y)vk(y)dy + f P12t(y)rx(k)g(y)vk(y)dy. 
~N RN 
Since P~J t i-j ij = ( -1)  Pk,t, we shall present proofs valid for t > 0, and make the 
suitably altered statements for t • R without further proof. 
By R6sler and Voit [40], if F(x) = F0(tlx II) where F0 :R + ~ C, then ~kF(~) = 
J-~yk+N/2--1 F0(l[~ IlL where H~ denotes the Hankel transform defined by 
oo 
1 f r . .Jot(rs) 2ot+l 
~aFo(r) .-- 2aF(ot + 1) j roks)--~-~s ds. 
0 
Here J~ denotes the Bessel function of the first kind. Thus, in terms of the spherical 
mean operator, we may rewrite (3.32) as 
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o@ 
uk(x,t)= f r2× +N-l f PlJ(ry')rx(k)f(ryt)vk(y')dco(y')dr 
0 sN-1  
o@ 
+fr2  +N-lf p1,2(ry')rx(k)g(ry')vk(y')dw(y')dr 
0 sN-1  
oo 
= d~ f r2Yk+N--17-~yk+N/2_ 1F t (r)Mf (X, r) dr 
0 
oo 
+ f r2?'k+N-17[?/k+N/2_l Gt(r)Mg(x, r) dr, 
0 
where Ft (s) = cos(ts) and Gt (s) = sin(ts)/s. On the other hand, we have 
oo 
1 f cos(ts)Ja(rs)s c~+l ds 7-/aFt(r) -- 2~p({x + 1)r, ~ 
0 
2V %_ (t 2 - r2 ) -~ -3 
= p~]) t  I ' ( -a -  ½) ifO < r < t 
0 i fO<t<r  
(cf. [16, p. 32, formula (4)]) 
_ 2~/-~ ta  _½ (t 2 -- r 2) 
F(a + 1) 
L a 1 t 2 -- P(a-I- 1)dt ( -~+~ ( - r2))" 
Similarly for Gt, we have 
~ (t 2 -- r2 ) -a -½ 
~aGt(r)= F(ot+l) F( - -o t+ l )  i fO<r<t  
0 i fO<t<r  
(cf. [16, p. 36, formula (28)]) 
-- F(et + 1)~-a+½ (t2 -- r2)" 
We summarize the above computations. 
Theorem 3.18. For all (x, t) c ~N × 
Itl 
#-~ f r2,k+N_ 1 dte  r2))Mf(x,r) uk(x, t) = dk-i.(y k+ N/2) ~k~-Yk- -~ (t2 -- dr 
0 
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Itl 
+ sign(t)& P(y~ + N/2) f r2Yk+N--l~-Yk-N2~3 (t2 -- r2)Mg(x' r)dr. 
0 
Keeping in mind Rrsler's results on the support of the measure  tTk, r associated 
with My and Mg, Theorem 3.3 implies the following: 
Theorem 3.19 (Weak Huygens' principle). Let k ~ JU +, N >~ 1, and let a point 
x ~ I~ N be given. The solution uk(x, t) to the Cauchyproblem (3.1) depends only 
on the values o f f (y )  and g(y) in the union 
U{y ~N l lly--hxll ~ It[}. 
hEG 
A slightly weaker variant of the above theorem says: 
Corollary 3.20. Assume that k ~ J~g'+ and N >1 1. For a given x ~ R N, the solution 
uk(x, t) to the Cauchy problem (3.1) depends only on the values o f f (y )  and g(y) 
for Ilxl[- Itl ~< Ilyll <~ Ilxll + [tl. 
Similarly, by (3.30), Theorem 3.15 yields: 
Theorem 3.21 (Strict Huygens' principle). Let k ~ JU + and N >~ 1. The solution 
uk(x, t) to the Cauchy problem (3.1) depends only on the values o f f (y )  and g(y) 
in the set 
{Y RN I IlYtl > IIIxll- ltll} 
if and only if 
N-3  
- -+yk  oN. 
2 
Remark 3.22. 
(i) Note that, if the initial data (f, g) are supported inside a closed ball of radius R 
about he origin, then, by means of Theorem 3.21, we recover Theorem 3.17. 
(ii) Let G1 and G2 be two finite reflection groups on R N and R M, with root systems 
~1 and ~2, respectively. Set kl and k2 to be the multiplicity functions on ~1 
and ~2, respectively. Consider the generalized wave equation 
A x kl l~lkl,k2(X , y) = AY21lkl ,k2(X , y), (x, y) ~ ~N X ]~M, 
where Ak~ (resp. Ak2) denotes the Dunkl-Laplacian operator associated with 
G1 (resp. G2). Here the superscript indicates the relevant variable. If -~  + 
Ykl -- Yk2 -- 1 E N, then there exists a distribution T on •N × R~t with singular 
support, i.e. T is supported on the set {(x, y) 6 ~N × ~M I Y~.N_I X 2 = Y~.M1 y2}, 
SO that (Akl -- Ak2)T = 3. 
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We close this section by making the following comment. As we mentioned 
before, we can prove Theorem 3.17 using another method involving only the 
Paley-Wiener Theorem 2.50). We sketch this approach and its details will be 
illustrated in the next section to prove the principle of energy equipartition. 
Using (3.4) and the inversion formula of the Dunkl transform, we may rewrite uk 
as  
oo 
(3.33) uk(x, t) = c~ 2 ~k(r, x) cos(tr) + sin(tr) dr, 
?. 
0 
where 
r2Fk+N--1 l ~kf(r~')Ek(ix, r~')vk(~')dw(~'), 4~k(r, X) 
. 1  
sN-1 
X) = r 2yk+N-1 f ~kg(r~')Ek(ix, r~')vk(~')dco(~'). qJk(r, 
sN-1 
I f  (N - 1)/2 + Fk ~ N, then, for fixed x, the integral formulas for ~k(r,x) and 
qJk(r, x) continue analytically to even functions for r ~ C. In these circumstances, 
(3.33) becomes 
uk(x't) = c~2 f { ~k(r'x) + sign(t)~Pk(r'x) } eirltl ir 
Let r = a + ib 6 C. The holomorphic extensions qbk and qJk satisfy 
Ok(r,x) I ~<c0(k)lrt2yk+N-le Ibl lxll sup I~kf(r#') l,
~IEsN-1 
~ <~ co(k)rrt2Yk+N-2e Iblllxll sup I~kg(r~')]. 
~rEsN-1 
I f  (N -- 1)/2 + Yk = 0, the last estimate gives a problem at r = 0. Thus we shall 
exclude this case, and the condition (N - 1)/2 + Yk 6 N becomes (N - 3)/2 
+ Yk C N. Indeed, the condition (N - 1)/2 + Yk = 0 is equivalent to N = 1 and 
k -- 0, which corresponds to the rank one classical wave equation, where the strict 
Huygens principle fails. 
Applying the Paley-Wiener theorem to the Cauchy data (f, g), we conclude that, 
for fixed s > 0, there exists a constant c depending only on N, k and the Cauchy 
data, such that 
[uk(x, t) I <<. ce -s(Itl-Ilxll-g), for all (x, t) E ]I~ N × ]I~. 
Now the left-hand side inequality in (3.27) is rather clear. 
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4. ENERGY THEOREMS 
Energy is defined in physics as the ability to do work. "Kinetic energy" corresponds 
to energy in the form of motion, and "potential energy" corresponds to energy in a 
form stored for later use. These are defined below for our wave equation (we shall 
not comment on any physical significance). 
In this section, we show that, under a condition involving k and N, the difference 
between the kinetic and potential energies of the solution to (3.1) decays like e -2 It Is, 
for fixed s > 0. Thus, the energy equipartition theorem holds. The equipartition says 
when I tl is large, the kinetic and potential energies are both equal to the half of the 
(t-independent) total energy. 
For the time being, we only assume k ~ J~'~+ and N/> 1. 
Let uk (x, t) be the solution to the Cauchy problem (3.1). Define the kinetic and 
potential energies by 
1 
AN 
i f  N ~k[Uk](') := ~--~lTX (k)uk(x,t),2Uk(x)dx. 
RN j= l  
Here the superscript x denotes the relevant variable. The total energy of uk is by 
definition o~k[uk](t) := ~)Uk[Uk](t) + ~k[u~](t). 
Before investigate the difference between the kinetic and potential energies, we 
notice that o~k[uk](t) is a conserved quantity, i.e. gk[uk](t) is independent of t. To 
see this, we express the total energy in terms of ~k(uk(', t))(~). Since 
~k(Tf(k)uk(.,t))(~) = --i~j~k(Uk(.,t))(~), 
by means of the Plancherel formula, we obtain 
c~-2 
AN 
On the other hand, since 
~k(uk(', t))(~ e) = COS(t ][~ e [])-~k f (~ e) + - -  sin(t I1~ II) 
I[~ll 
~kg(~), for all t ~ •, 
we compute 
(4.1) l~k(uk(',t))(~)l 2 =cos2(tH~ll)l~kf (~)] 2 + sin2(tll~ll)l~kg(~)l 2 
II~II 2 
cos(t ll~ II) sin(t II~ ll)Ret~kf(~)~kg(~)~ ' ~ l  + 2 
II~II 
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and 
(4.2) Io,~k(u~(.,t))(~)12=cos2(tll~ll)l~g(~)l 2 + I1~ 112sin2(tlt~lt)l~f(~)l 2 
- 211~ Ilcos(t I1~ II) sin0 I1~ 10Re(m~f (~) mk g(~)). 
Thus we have 
Ck-2 f {ll~il21m~f(~;)l ~ + I~kg(~)lziv~(~)d~ &[u~](t) = T 
~N 
1 f ~lT; (k~f(x) l  ~ + ig(x)12 v~(x)dx. = - -  
2 
RN j=l  
Hence, we established the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 (Conservation fenergy). Let k ~ Jg  +, N >~ 1 and assume that the 
initial data f, g c j (~N) .  Then the total energy 8k[u~] is finite and independent 
oft. 
Consider now the mater of the energy equipartition. Using (4.2) and repeating 
the argument used above to prove the conservation f &[uk], we may rewrite the 
kinetic energy as 
-2 
C k 
~t.kl(t) = Tc2 II ~k(g> II~k + T I1<, > '/~ ~k(f> Ilk 
Ok2 f [l~kg(~)[ 2 -tt~ll21~ef(~)12]cos(2tl l~ll)vk(~)d~ +-7- 
RN 
c~-24 f [~--k/(~)~kg(~) + ~kg~/ (~) ]  I1~ IIsin(2t I1~ II) vk (~) d~, 
RN 
using the familiar trigonometric identities for double angles. Here II • Ilk denotes the 
norm in L2(~ N, vk(x)dx). Similarly, by (4.1) we obtain 
-2 -2 
TI)<, >i/~k(s>ll~ 
c~ -2 + y f [li>~1i21~k/(¢)12 -I~kg(~)12]c°s(2til~ll)vk(~)d~ 
~N 
+ -4- c~2 f [~k f (~)~kg(~) + ~kg(~)~kf(~)] I1~IIsin(2t I1~ II)vk(~) d~. 
RN 
Now the difference between the kinetic and potential energies i given by 
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(4.3) ~[Uk](t) -- ~k[Ukl(t) 
~--- Ck22 f []~kg(~)]2--1l~ll2]~kf(~)12]c°s(Ztl l~lt)vk(~)d~ 
~N 
c-k22 f [~k f(~)~kg(~) + ~kg(~)~kf(~)] I1~ IIsin(2t I1~ II)Vk (~) d~. 
~N 
Using the spherical-polar coordinates ~ = r~ t, we have 
where 
c 2f 
SUk[uk](t) -- ~4~k[uk](t) = ~ {qbk(r ) cos(2tr) -- ~k(r)r sin(2tr)} dr, 
0 
*k(r)=r2×k+N-1 f {]~kg(r~')12-r2l~f(r~')12} vk(~')dc°(~')' 
sN-1 
~k(r) = r 2ek+N-1 f {~kf(r~t)~kg(r~')  + ~kf(r~')~kg(r~')}vk(~')dw(~') .  
sN-1 
Henceforth, we will choose to work with solutions to (3.1) where the Cauchy data 
(f, g) belong to W~(R N) and supported in the closed ball of radius R > 0 about 
the origin. Further, by Remark 3.4, we shall often presenting proofs valid for t > 0, 
and formulate the suitably altered statement for all t 6 R, without comment. 
Since Ek(z, w) = Ek(L ~), it follows that ~ ~ ~kf ( -~)  is the Dunkl transform 
of f .  Thus ~kf (~), similarly ~kg (~), belongs to the Paley-Wiener space ~R (cN). 
In particular, they can be extended to entire analytic functions on C N. Since 
vk (~')do9 (~') is (-1)-invariant, he following lemma holds. 
Lemma 4.2. I f -~  + Yk ~ N, the functions ~k and q~k continue analytically to 
even functions of r. 
In the light of the above lemma, we may rewrite ~[uk] ( t )  - ~k[uk](t) as 
(4.4) ck24 f l k(r) + irqJk(r)]e 2itr dr. 
Further, using the Paley-Wiener Theorem 2.5(i), and since S N-1 is compact, we 
conclude that for any M 6 N there exist two constants ot M and tiM such that 
(4.5) 
]~k(Z) I ~< co(N, k)OtM(1 -t- IZl)-Me 2RIIm(z)l, 
IzqJk(Z)l ~< co(N, k)flM(1 + IZl)-Me RlIm(z)l, 
with  z e C. 
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Fix s > 0. To find a bound for 5~k[Uk](t) -- ~k[uk](t), we shift the contour in the 
integral (4.4) from 1t~ to R + is. This idea was inspired by [2,3]. Thus 
ek 2 
f ir~k(r)}e 2irt dr 5~k[uk](t) -- 5~k[ukl(t) = T [qbk(r) -k- 
R 
e-2ts r 
~" Ck2- -4  I!  {~k(r q- is) + i(r + is)qJk(r + is)}e 2irt dr. 
, I  
In view of (4.5), there exists a constant xM(N, k) such that 
[~[uk] ( t ) -  ~k[U~](t) I <~ xM(N, k)e-2tse2gs f (1  + Irl)-M dr, 
R 
and the following holds: 
Theorem 4.3. For k ~ JU + and N >~ 1, assume that 
N-1  
- -+FkCN.  
2 
Let uk be the solution to the Cauchy problem (3.1), where the Cauchy data (f, g) 
are supported in the closed ball of radius R > 0 about the origin. Fix s > O. Then 
there exists a constant C depending on N, k and ( f  , g) but not on s, such that 
[S((k[u~](t) - ~[uk](t)[ <~ Ce -2s(ItI-R), for all t ~ •. 
The following is then immediate. 
Theorem 4.4 (Energy Equipartition theorem). Under the same assumptions as in 
the previous theorem, we have 
Jc'k[uk](t) = 5~k[Uk](t) -- 
gk[Uk](R) 
2 forlt[ >jR. 
We close this section by making two comments. First, in the theorem above we 
did not exclude the case N = 1 i fk -- 0, since the classical wave equation on R × R 
has an equipartitioned nergy. 
Second, it is possible to prove the energy equipartition theorem when the Cauchy 
data (f, g) are two Schwartz functions on R N. Actually, under the same assumptions 
as in Theorem 4.1, we have 
lim SUk[Uk](t)= lim ~k[Uk] ( t ) - -  
Itl-~x~ I t l -~  
Ek[Uk](0) 
To see this one needs to show that the integrals in (4.3) tend to zero as [tt -+ cx~. 
This follows by means of the classical Riemann-Lebesgue lemma for the Euclidean 
Fourier sine and cosine transforms. In the classical case k -  0, the two limit 
formulas above can be found in [4]. 
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